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Abstract – An understanding of the value of Systems Engineering (SE) is necessary to justify a project’s investment in SE resources and activities. To identify the value of SE, the Systems Engineering Effectiveness Committee (SEEC) of the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) Systems Engineering Division, in collaboration with the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), developed and executed a survey of defense industrial contractors (i.e., suppliers to the government). The survey analyzed the relationships between the SE capabilities (SECs) applied to individual projects, and performance of those projects. Postulating that SE was not the only factor influencing Project Performance, the survey also examined the relationship between Project Performance and other factors such as Project Challenge (PC), Project Environment, and Acquirer Capability. Results of this survey indicated relatively strong relationships between many SE efforts applied early in the project and the overall success of the project.
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I. BACKGROUND

The Systems Engineering Division (SED) of the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) established the Systems Engineering Effectiveness Committee (SEEC) to obtain quantitative evidence of the benefit of systems engineering (SE) best practices upon project performance. The SEEC chose to attack this task by developing and executing a survey of individual development projects executed by defense industrial contractors. The hypothesis of the survey was:

The effective performance of SE best practices on a development program yields quantifiable improvements in the program execution (e.g., improved cost performance, schedule performance, technical performance).

The survey identified the SE practices utilized on these projects, collected project performance data on these projects, and searched for relationships between the application of these SE practices and project performance. Those practices with the strongest relationship to better project performance could be considered “best practices.”

Assessment of SE Effectiveness demands knowledge of both the SE activities performed, and the results produced by the application of these activities. Measurement of both of these parameters is problematic.

Measurement of the SE activities performed is hindered by the absence of a widely accepted definition of what comprises SE; thus, activities that one project considers as SE, another may not. Furthermore, in many organizations, SE is not an independently planned and tracked activity. Instead, it is distributed among and embedded within many other project tasks.

Reliable means of assessing project performance are also lacking. While many projects employ the Earned Value Management System (EVMS), the manner in which it is employed is not consistent. EVMS is calculated from variances from a baseline; therefore, it is highly sensitive to revisions in those baselines. Within some projects, baselines are only revised upon contract change orders. In others, baselines may be changed during replanning activities. In yet others, baselines are revised at fixed intervals. These different baselining methods can produce significant variations in the meaning of EVMS data. Furthermore, EVMS assesses only satisfaction of budgetary and schedule needs. It includes no means of assessing satisfaction of performance requirements.

It was this lack of reliable data that led the SEEC to focus on this survey as a means of examining the effectiveness of SE.

II. SURVEY DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

The SEEC chose to measure the application of SE activities by assessing the SE-related work products produced by the each project in the survey sample. Due to the absence of a widely accepted definition of what constitutes SE, the SEEC used the Capability Maturity Model Integration® (CMMI®) as a guide to identify appropriate work products. The SEEC assembled a panel of SE experts drawn from government, industry, and academia. Starting with the CMMI Model v1.1, the panel identified the work products that, in the judgment of these SE experts, result from SE tasks. The presence and the quality of these work products provide an indication of the magnitude of the SE activities performed on the project.

The process of identifying SE work products was as follows:
1. Extract all listed work products from the CMMI.
2. Identify the subset of these work products that (in the judgment of the SEEC SE experts) result from SE activities.
3. Extract those work products that (in the judgment of the SEEC SE experts) are most significant.

® “Capability Maturity Model Integration” and “CMMI” are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
The result of this process was a survey questionnaire that included 88 questions addressing 71 SE-related work products. These questions reflected SE activities performed within the following 12 categories:

- Project Planning
- Project Monitoring and Control
- Requirements Development and Management
- Product Architecture
- Trade Studies
- Integrated Project Teams
- Technical Solution Processes
- Product Integration
- Verification
- Validation
- Configuration Management
- Risk Management

Project performance was measured in three dimensions:

1. Budget satisfaction
2. Schedule satisfaction
3. Requirement satisfaction

Budget and schedule satisfaction were assessed based upon reported EVMS data as well other reported variations in project schedule and project cost. Satisfaction of customer requirements was assessed directly. The result of this process was an additional 13 questions addressing overall project performance.

Additionally, the survey examined the degree of challenge presented by the project. Project Challenge (PC) was measured via 44 question on the survey questionnaire, and considered factors such as:

- the life-cycle span of the project
- sources of technical challenge
- project value and financial stability
- project duration and schedule stability
- the size of the project staffing
- the organizational complexity of the project (e.g., number of organizations involved)
- the completeness and stability of the project requirements
- the stability of the project contract.

The survey questionnaire also included questions probing the environment in which the project was being executed. Factors considered included:

- the acquiring organization
- the end-user for the delivered product
- the deployment environment of the end-product
- the contract type
- the executing organization’s process improvement efforts
- the executing organization’s process maturity
- the executing organization’s prior related experience

The survey was executed via the web, with responses received from August 2006 through November 2006. All responses were anonymous to protect proprietary project data—a necessity to obtain sufficient participation.

Sixty-four valid survey responses were received; 48 complete responses, and 16 partial, but useable responses. While the sample sizes are small, they are adequate. Most importantly, they exhibit sufficient variation. Without this variation, the identification of statistical relationships between variables would not be possible.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

Response data from each project was analyzed to compute a Systems Engineering Capability (SEC) score for each of the 12 aforementioned SE activity categories (i.e., Project Planning, Project Monitoring and Control, etc.). An overall SEC score covering all of the categories was also computed. All scores ranged numerically from 1 to 4, (1 = low capability, 4 = high capability). Likewise, a Project Performance score (Perf) (1 = poor, 4 = good) and a Project Challenge score (PC) (1 = easier, 2 = more difficult) were computed. All of the scores show sufficient variation to enable meaningful analysis of the relationships between them. Distribution histograms for PC, Overall SEC, and Perf are shown in Figs. 1 through 3.
These scores were then analyzed to identify relationships between these scores. For each of the SEC categories, the responses were trichotomized into lower, middle, and upper thirds. Likewise, the Project performance scores were also trichotomized. This enabled the creation of 9-panel mosaic charts clearly showing the distribution of project performance for each of the three subsets of SEC capability. Fig. 4 shows an annotated example of such a mosaic chart.

Goodman and Kruskal’s “gamma”, as shown in Fig. 4, is a proportional reduction in error (PRE) statistic that provides a measure of association that expresses the strength of relationship between two ordinal variables. It varies from +1 to -1, with

- values near -1 indicating a strong opposing relationship
- values near 0 indicating a weak or absent relationship (statistical independence)
- values near +1 indicating a strong supporting relationship

“p,” also shown in Fig. 4, is generally interpreted as the probability that one would observe a statistical relationship in a sample of data by chance alone.

IV. SURVEY RESULTS

The analysis described above was performed for each of the 12 aforementioned SE activity categories, as well as for ensembles of these categories, including an overall measure of SE capability encompassing all categories. This enabled us to identify the relationship of each of these categories to project performance.

A. Overall SE Capability Versus Project Performance

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the overall SE capability of the project (Overall SEC) and Project Performance (Perf). Note that for the projects with the lowest overall SE capability, only 15 percent of the projects exhibited the best project performance. However, for projects with the highest overall SE capability, 56 percent of the projects exhibited the best project performance.

B. Project Challenge Versus Project Performance

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between Project Performance (Perf) and Project Challenge (PC). As expected, the graph shows that more challenging projects exhibit poorer
performance than less challenging projects. For the least challenging projects sampled, 50 percent exhibited the highest project performance. However, for the most challenging projects sampled, the percentage of projects delivering the highest performance dropped to 25 percent. It should be noted that the sample of projects analyzed did not include the most challenging projects. As seen in Fig. 3, on a scale of 1 to 4 for PC, the median for the represented projects was 1.9, and the maximum was 2.8. Thus, the most challenging projects are not represented in this sample.

![Graph showing project performance vs. challenge level](image)

Fig. 6. Relationship Between Project Challenge (PC) and Project Performance (Perf)

One would expect the success rate for these more challenging projects to continue to decrease below the 25 percent shown in Fig. 6.

C. Product Architecture Practices versus Project Performance

The impact of the application of Product Architecture practices on Project Performance was analyzed. Assessment of Product Architecture was based upon a series of questions probing

- the documentation, timeliness, management and accessibility of a high-level product structure using multiple views
- the accuracy, timeliness, management, and accessibility of interfaces descriptions
- the documented and usage of guidelines for COTS component utilization

As seen in Fig. 7, these Product Architecture factors had a moderately strong relationship (Gamma = 0.40) to Project Performance.

![Graph showing product architecture practices vs. project performance](image)

Fig. 7. Relationship Between Product Architecture Practices and Project Performance

For the projects with the lowest Product Architecture capability, only 11 percent exhibited the best project performance. However, for projects with the highest Product Architecture capability, 46 percent exhibited the best project performance.

D. Trade Study Performance Versus Project Performance

The impact of Trade Study utilization on Project Performance was analyzed. Assessment of Trade Study utilization was based upon a series of questions probing

- performance and documentation of trade studies between alternate solutions
- utilization of definitive and documented selection criteria
- stakeholder involvement in the development and performance of trade studies
- documentation and accessibility of trade study results

As seen in Fig. 8, these Trade Study factors had a moderately strong relationship (Gamma = 0.37) to Project Performance.

![Graph showing trade study performance vs. project performance](image)

Fig. 8. Relationship Between Trade Study Performance and Project Performance
For the projects with the lowest Trade Study utilization, only 17 percent exhibited the best project performance. However, for projects with the highest Trade Study capability, 49 percent exhibited the best project performance.

E. Integrated Project Team Utilization Versus Project Performance

The impact of Integrated Project Team (IPT) utilization on Project Performance was analyzed. Assessment of IPT utilization was based upon a series of questions probing
- the use of IPTs
- the effectiveness of IPTs
- supplier participation in IPTs
- inclusion of an IPT with assigned SE responsibility
- SE representation on other IPTs

As seen in Fig. 9, these IPT utilization factors had a moderately strong relationship (Gamma = 0.34) to Project Performance.

![Fig. 9. Relationship Between Integrated Project Team (IPT) Utilization and Project Performance (Perf)](image)

For the projects with the lowest IPT capability, only 13 percent exhibited the best project performance. However, for projects with the highest IPT capability, 53 percent exhibited the best project performance.

F. Requirements Development and Management Versus Project Performance

The impact of Requirements Development and Management on Project Performance was analyzed. Assessment of Requirements-related capability was based upon a series of questions probing
- the development and documentation of project requirements based upon stakeholder needs, expectations, and constraints
- the documentation, timeliness and accuracy of all customer-specified requirements
- the documentation, timeliness and accuracy of all derived requirements
- the documentation, timeliness and accuracy of the hierarchical allocation of both customer and derived requirements to system elements in the configuration baselines
- the documentation, timeliness and accuracy of operational concepts and their associated scenarios
- the documentation, timeliness and accuracy of use cases (or their equivalent)
- the definition and application of criteria for identifying authorized requirements providers
- the definition and application of criteria for evaluation and acceptance of requirements
- the definition and application of a formal process for requirements approval by relevant stakeholders
- performance and documentation of requirements impact assessments for proposed requirements changes
- the usage, timeliness and accuracy of a requirements tracking system
- the management of requirements documents under a configuration control process
- the accessibility of requirements documents to relevant project staff

As seen in Fig. 10, these Requirements-related factors had a moderately strong relationship (Gamma = 0.33) to Project Performance.

![Fig. 10. Relationship Between Requirements Development and Management and Project Performance](image)

For the projects with the lowest Requirements capability, only 18 percent exhibited the best project performance. However, for projects with the highest Requirements capability, 55 percent exhibited the best project performance.

G. Other SE Categories Versus Project Performance

The impact of each of the 12 aforementioned SE categories upon Project Performance was analyzed in the same manner described in the preceding sections.
Additionally, analysis was performed on several ensembles of these SE categories, most notably:

- Technical Solution (consisting of the Product Architecture and Trade Study categories) plus Requirements Development and Management
- Overall SE Capability, consisting of all 12 SE categories

Detailed results of these analyses are presented in [1]. Here, we summarize the results solely by the values the strength of relationship with Project Performance, as measured by Gamma. This summary is shown in Fig. 11.

**Relationship of SE Processes to Program Performance**
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Fig. 11. Summary of Gamma (Relationship Strength) Values for all SE Capability Categories Versus Project Performance
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Fig. 12. Control Chart – Requirements + Technical Solution Versus Project Performance Versus Project Challenge
From Fig. 11, note that some of the strongest relationships to Project Performance are seen in the early SE activities (Requirements, Architecture, Trade Studies); the activities typically found on the left side of the Systems Engineering V-model. Also note the negative relationship between Project Monitoring and Control. This does not imply that more Monitoring and Control leads to poorer project performance. Remember that Gamma measures only the strength of the relationship, and does not imply causality. Thus, a more appropriate interpretation of the negative Gamma for Project Monitoring and Control may be “Projects that are performing poorly are subjected to more monitoring and control.”

Fig. 12 shows the relationship between:

a. the combined SE capabilities of Technical Solution (comprised of Product Architecture and Trade Studies) and Requirements Development and Management, and

b. Project Performance

using Project Challenge as a control variable. The benefit of these SE capabilities is evident. For projects presenting lower levels of challenge, only 25 percent of those with lower SE capabilities exhibit best performance. However, among these same low-challenge projects, 72 percent of those with higher SE capabilities exhibit best performance. Similarly for projects presenting higher levels of challenge, none (0 percent) of the projects with lower SE capabilities exhibit best performance. However among these same high-challenge projects, 36 percent of those with higher SE capabilities exhibit best performance.

Fig. 13 provides an alternate representation of this finding, based upon not just Requirements and Technical Solution SE capabilities, but upon the project overall SE capabilities. For high-challenge projects, projects with higher overall SE capabilities are nearly 50 percent more likely to achieve better performance. For low-challenge projects, the likelihood of projects achieving better performance doubles for those with higher overall SE capabilities.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The challenge of obtaining consistent measurement of SE application to projects despite the absence of a widely accepted definition of SE has hindered prior efforts of measuring the value of SE. The NDIA SE Effectiveness survey used an innovative method of overcoming this challenge, by focusing on measurement of the application of individual elements of SE (i.e., SE practices) rather than the larger undefined category of SE. This method proved successful, and may have applications in future studies (e.g., the value of software engineering, project management, process improvement).

This survey has provided quantitative evidence of the value of systems engineering activities. The data clearly shows that projects with better SE capabilities have an increased likelihood of delivering better project performance, as measured by budget, schedule and requirements satisfaction. Furthermore, specific categories of SE activities related to Product Architecture, Trade Studies, Requirements Development and Management, and IPT utilization show even stronger relationships with overall project success. The categories of SE activities with the strongest relationships to project success share a few common themes

- they begin early in the project
- they influence the approach to and/or the organization of the project

This knowledge provides a strong incentive for the early application of SE on a project.
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